Key Questions {#S1}
=============

What is Already Known about the Subject? {#S1-1}
----------------------------------------

-   Coronary angiography alone is relatively poor at assessing the functional significance of coronary lesions.

-   Fractional flow reserve (FFR) is an established method to guide coronary intervention but requires routine adenosine administration.

-   Instantaneous wave-free ratio (iFR) in trial populations may help diagnosis without the use of adenosine.

-   The impact of iFR in a non-trial setting is less certain.

What Does This Study Add? {#S1-2}
-------------------------

A hybrid approach in a non-trial setting will allow most patients to avoid FFR and adenosine in about half of patients.

How Might This Impact on Clinical Practice? {#S1-3}
-------------------------------------------

This study may positively influence the use of iFR to guide coronary intervention, simplifying the procedures in the cardiac catheterization laboratory.

Introduction {#S2}
============

Over the past two decades, randomized studies have demonstrated that routine measurement of FFR is superior to angiographic assessment alone for improving outcome in patients undergoing percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI) ([@B1], [@B2]). This has led to the widespread adoption of FFR to evaluate the functional significance of coronary lesions and guide revascularization in clinical practice ([@B3]).

The theory behind FFR is underpinned by the linear relationship between coronary pressure and flow under conditions of constant minimal coronary microvascular resistance ([@B4], [@B5]). FFR is calculated from measurements taken during pharmacologically induced hyperemia ([@B6]), most commonly achieved using intravenous (i.v.) adenosine. However, the use of i.v. adenosine can cause patient discomfort, is not suitable for patients with asthma, and adds time and cost to the procedure. Although intracoronary adenosine can improve patient comfort, compared with i.v. adenosine ([@B7]), the induction of maximal hyperemia and confirmation of FFR can remain difficult to interpret ([@B8]).

The recent development of iFR allows the physiological significance of a coronary stenosis to be assessed without the requirement to induce hyperemia. iFR is calculated by measuring the resting pressure gradient across a coronary stenosis during the diastolic wave-free period within a single cardiac cycle, when coronary resistance is low and stable ([@B8]). Therefore, the functional assessment of coronary stenoses using iFR is quicker compared with FFR and avoids the need to administer adenosine.

It is known that the figures generated by iFR and FFR are not inter-changeable. However, the relationship between iFR and FFR has been extensively evaluated ([@B9]--[@B12]), with a diagnostic agreement of 80--90%, depending on the severity of the lesion being assessed ([@B9], [@B11]). Studies suggest that an FFR cut-off of ≤ 0.80 is comparable to an iFR cut-off of ≤ 0.89 ([@B9]). When compared with independent measurements of ischemia, iFR and FFR have demonstrated comparable diagnostic accuracy ([@B13], [@B14]).

Despite these studies, the reliability of iFR has undergone significant scrutiny and debate in the literature since it was first introduced ([@B15]--[@B17]). To address some concerns regarding differences between iFR and FFR, a hybrid iFR--FFR decision-making strategy has been proposed by introducing the concept of an iFR "gray zone" between 0.86 and 0.93 ([@B14]) (Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). However, most of this work has been undertaken in the setting of a clinical trial. It is also worth noting that while iFR uses FFR as a reference standard, FFR itself has its own limitations and gray zones. Trials have shown that FFR has a gray zone between 0.75 and 0.85 ([@B18]). A current trial is investigating the best method for investigating those arteries which fall into the gray-zone FFR (<http://www.hra.nhs.uk/news/research-summaries/the-gray-zone-ffr-study-gzffr-study/>). The gold standard for determining ischemia remains unproven.

###### 

**Fractional flow reserve (FFR) and instantaneous wave-free ratio (iFR) "cut-off" and "hybrid" strategy**.

  Treatment decision   FFR only   iFR only   iFR hybrid
  -------------------- ---------- ---------- -----------------------------
  Revascularize        ≤0.8       ≤0.89      \<0.86
  Gray zone            NA         NA         0.86--0.93 (proceed to FFR)
  Defer treatment      \>0.8      \>0.89     \>0.93

This current study looked at the real-life use of iFR and FFR and assessed the diagnostic agreement between iFR and FFR using both the hybrid strategy and absolute cut-offs.

Materials and Methods {#S3}
=====================

Patients and Setting {#S3-1}
--------------------

This retrospective study was undertaken at a regional cardiac center in the North of Scotland with a single cardiac catheterization laboratory between December 2014 and June 2015. A convenience sample of patients undergoing elective or *ad hoc* physiological assessment of a coronary artery stenosis of intermediate angiographic severity was included. Patients were excluded if adenosine could not be used.

iFR and FFR Measurement {#S3-2}
-----------------------

Cardiac catheterization was performed by either a radial or femoral approach (at the discretion of the operator). A 0.014-inch pressure sensor-tipped wire (PrimeWire Prestige, Volcano Corporation, San Diego, CA, USA) was positioned with the sensor at the distal tip of the guiding catheter. Normalization of the pressure trace was performed before the wire was advanced distal to the target lesion. iFR was initially recorded using the integrated Volcano CORE system, with FFR subsequently recorded during peripherally administered i.v. adenosine-induced stable hyperemia. Adenosine was infused at a rate of 8.4 mg/kg per hour. Clinical decisions were left to the discretion of the operator.

Diagnostic Strategies and Definitions {#S3-3}
-------------------------------------

Diagnostic strategies were hypothetically applied to the results post procedure as shown in Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}. When testing the iFR-only technique, an iFR ≤ 0.89 was classified as functionally significant and, therefore, suitable for PCI, lesions with iFR \> 0.89 were deferred for treatment. For the FFR approach, a treatment cut-off of ≤ 0.8 was applied. When testing the iFR--FFR hybrid technique, an iFR gray zone of 0.86--0.93 was applied, between these values FFR would be measured.

Data Collection and Statistical Analysis {#S3-4}
----------------------------------------

The results of the iFR, FFR, and target artery were recorded. Data were entered into a database. Summary statistics were used for comparing a patient's true disease (as indicated by FFR) to the diagnostic measurement obtained by iFR. Classification of vessels was assessed via a 4 × 4 contingency table for true and false positives and true and false negatives (Microsoft Excel version 2007).

Ethics {#S3-5}
------

This was a service evaluation of routinely collected data with no contact made with the patients and therefore ethical approval was not required. Data collected was anonymized using a unique study number with only the senior clinician aware of the patient details.

Results {#S4}
=======

The relationship between iFR and FFR was evaluated in 50 lesions in 42 patients, 31 (74%) were male, with a mean age of 63 ± 9 years. The coronary lesions assessed included 21 (42%) in the left anterior descending (LAD), 16 (32%) in the right coronary artery (RCA), and eight (16%) in the circumflex artery (Cx).

Analysis of an iFR-only strategy, with a treatment cut-off of ≤ 0.89 showed a diagnostic classification agreement of 84%, when compared with the FFR-only strategy (treatment cut-off of ≤ 0.8). iFR had a sensitivity of 82%, a specificity of 83%, a positive predictive value of 88%, and a negative predictive value of 75%. PCI would have been deferred in 29 lesions (58%) based on iFR measurements and 26 lesions (52%) based on FFR. Using the hybrid iFR--FFR strategy, 47 lesions (94%) were accurately classified compared to FFR (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), with PCI being deferred in 27 lesions (54%). This hybrid strategy would have also resulted in 25 (50%) lesions being diagnostically classified without the use of adenosine and resulted in 24 (57%) patients not receiving adenosine.

![**Scatter plot of instantaneous wave-free ratio (iFR) and fractional flow reserve (FFR) measurements for individual lesions**. The treatment cut-off points of iFR ≤ 0.89 and FFR ≤ 0.8 are marked with red lines. The gray zone for iFR of 0.86--0.89 is shown by the gray box.](fcvm-04-00035-g001){#F1}

In three (6%) lesions, there was a disagreement of classification between iFR and FFR (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The one lesion where iFR was \< 0.86 and FFR was ≥ 0.8 was located in the LAD. The remaining two lesions where iFR was \> 0.93 but FFR ≤ 0.8 were located in the RCA.

Discussion {#S5}
==========

This study investigates the diagnostic utility of iFR and FFR in a real-world population in a single center. iFR and FFR showed good agreement when using established cut-offs but improved agreement when the hybrid approach was employed. The potential to perform functional assessment of coronary stenoses without the administration of adenosine has many potential advantages, including reduced procedure times, improved patient comfort, and reduced procedural costs. However, despite clear advantages, the use of iFR is still under much scrutiny and debate.

This single-center study confirms a good agreement between the iFR of ≤ 0.89 and the current reference standard FFR ≤ 0.80, which has previously been suggested in the ADVISE and RESOLVE trials ([@B10], [@B13]). A classification agreement of 84% between iFR and FFR is consistent with off-line data from the ADVISE registry ([@B10]). Unsurprisingly, classification agreement was limited close to the established cut-off values (in the gray zone). Therefore, the recently recommended hybrid iFR--FFR approach was applied and this improved the classification agreement to 94%. The application of the hybrid iFR--FFR method would also have resulted in adenosine-free lesion classification for the majority of our patients. iFR data are limited in that there have been no studies reporting the clinical outcomes of patients undergoing iFR-guided treatment. The true significance of any clinical difference when applying this hybrid approach has been explored in the DEFINE-FLAIR study, where clinical outcomes in 2500 patients were compared using iFR-guided treatment versus FFR-only-guided treatment ([@B19]). Another study expected to provide much needed clarification on whether the level of disagreement between iFR and FFR is clinically relevant is the iFR-SWEDEHEART trial, with results expected imminently ([@B20]).

Applying the historical FFR cut-off of ≤ 0.75 (as used in the DEFER study) to our hybrid iFR strategy led to classification disagreement in only one lesion, located in the LAD which had an iFR \< 0.86 but FFR \> 0.8. Similar findings were reported in a real-world experience described by Harle et al. ([@B21]).

Following the findings of this study, we think that the iFR--FFR hybrid approach is a valuable method of implementing iFR in real clinical practice, which would reduce procedural times and costs. Furthermore, as the iFR hybrid approach is less time-consuming than routine FFR, frequent use of invasive functional coronary assessment, which remains underutilized, may be more easily achievable ([@B22]). The recently completed DEFINE-FLAIR study confirmed non-inferiority of iFR alone versus FFR with a significant reduction in periprocedural patient discomfort with iFR ([@B23]) which would seem to suggest that better patient outcomes can be achieved with iFR alone than with the iFR--FFR hybrid approach used in our study.

However, given the recent early discontinuation of the FUTURE trial evaluating patients with multivessel coronary disease (due to excess deaths in the FFR group) clinicians should be cautious in the use of iFR or FFR in this specific patient group (<https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT01881555>).

Further research may refine appropriate cut-off values for both methods, although one might argue that definite cut-off values are not biologically sensible and the use of a gray zone, where clinical decision-making can be individualized, is more realistic.

Limitations {#S5-1}
-----------

The relatively small number of patients limits the power of these observations, as with the fact that this was a single-center trial.

Conclusion {#S6}
==========

In a real-world clinical setting, we demonstrated good agreement between classification of lesions using iFR and FFR, with improved agreement when applying a hybrid iFR approach, using FFR only for lesions within the iFR gray zone. This hybrid strategy (if implemented) would reduce the number of patients requiring the administration of adenosine to functionally assess stenoses. iFR appears to be a promising diagnostic tool, given the importance of functional coronary assessment.
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